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This exploratory and descriptive study id"entifies
stress associated with surrogate parenting by
grandparents by surveying a smal-I sample of
grandparents raising their grandchildren rn west
central Minnesota. rt is :-nd.icated that parenting a
grandchild(ren) may lead to higher levels of stress due
to role restriction and social isolation. A ser f-
administered quantitative mair survey with a 45%
response rate found grandparents who are empl0yed and
have informal- custody arrangements have increased
stress, more conceri^r.s and increased neeC f or services
than grandparents who are not employed and have regar
custody- Implications of the findings include the need
for support services for g-rand.parents who find
themselves in this unexpected rore. Further research
is lndicated to determine the number of grandparents
parenting their grandchrl-dren in the geagraphic area of
the study and arso to identify coplng skitr_s of
resilrent grand.parents 
.
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Introduction
It is not a new phenomenon that qrandparents assist and
are actively invol-ved in the Iives of their grandchildren.
Throughout historyr gra.rrdparents have served integrral
functions 1n social Lzation of the youngr (Kennedy & Keeney,
1988)- Some cultures have clearly delineated a specific
role for grandparents that involved either full-tj-me or
part-time parenting (John, 1gg g ,. Kennedy & Keeney , l9B g ) .
In some cultures, res:-d.ing in multi-qenerational f amily
units is the accepted pattern which provides children with
increased access to grrandparents. while varlatlons exist in
the roles of grandparents, the traditional grandparent role
in contemporary American society is characterizec by
peripheral involvement wlth grandchi ld.ren without the day to
day responsibility of child rearing (Cher1in & Furstenberg,
1986) .
rn united States culture, grandparents are traditionallv
viewed as hording supportive roi_es. rn the family,
granciparents are a link to the past. They provide
grandchildren with a sense of history anc connectlon to past
generations 
- Grandparents also a-l-so provj-d.e an alternative
aduLt ro]e moder for their grandchildren. The rol-e of
grandparents is further described as that of family watch
dogr ever on the fookout for trouble and. ready to provid.e
assistance in a family crisis (Cherl-in & Eurstenberg, 1gB6) ,
The rol e o f prote ctor has emerged due to the growing
affluence of the elderly, rise in divorce rates and time for
aL
granciparents to devote to the grandparent role (Kennedy &
Keeney, 19BB).
Statement of the Problem
For increaslng numbers of grandparents, the traditional
grandparent rol-e has been supplanted hy an unexpected role-
that of surrogate parent. This phenomenon of grand.parent as
parent crosses ethrnic and socio-economic bound.s (Hert ze;_ ,
L995; Strom & Strom, 1993).
Demographic data indicate an increase in the number of
grandparents assuminq a parental rol-e with regard. to their
grrandchildren. In L910 | 3 .Zeo of American children were
J-iving in grandparent headed households and in lggl that
flgure rose to 4.9% (Inskrp, lgg4). Accord.ing to the Census
Bureau, more than 6331000 grand.parents are caring for well
over a million grrandchildren (U. S. Bureau of the Census,
1991 ) . Minkl-er and Roe (1993 ) suggest these f igures may
underestimate the actuar extent of this occurrence.
rn 7991 , brack chird.ren were more likery tc r_ive in
grand'parents' homes than were white chil-d.ren or chil-dren of
Hispanic origin; the proportions were lz.3ea, 3.1ea, and 5.62
for bl-ack, white and Hispanic chitdren(Sa1uter, Lgg2). The
largrest rate of increase sj-nce 1980 occurred. among white
children- rn 1991 , 3.Jea of white chlldren were living with
grandparents, an increase from z . 4z in 1 9g 0 ( saluter, Lggz) .
Grandparents are assuming an unexpected role when taking
on the parental responsibility. They face major l1festyle
changres with the addition of a grrandchird (ren) to their
3home (Jendrek, 1994) . Most grandparents step in because of
Iove and concern f or the grrandchild (ren ) and also because
they view themselves as the alternative to having their
grandchi ]d (ren ) placed in f oster care (Jend.rek, 1994 ; Strom
& Strorn, 1993 ) . They are motivated by love for the
grrandchrld (ren) but a j_so f eelings of obllgation. Jendrek
(1993) in her study of 174 primarily Caucasian qrandparents
in ohio, found that grandparents are motivated by an
"impulse to care". This moti-vation refers to the sense of
doing what needed to be d.one based. on l-ove and concern for
the grandchild(ren) 
. Grand.parents act as a safety net for
their grranchildren.
Demographic Trends
The followi-ng demographic trends and famiry
circumstances are cited as factors that affect assumption of
a surrograte parenting role by grrandparents.
(Burton, Dil-worth-Anciersonr & Merriwether_d.eVries 1995 )
S ingrl e parent & adolescent famili
Unmarried adolescents raising children is a situation
where grrand'parents are J-ike1y to become involved. Each year
more than half a million urunarried teenagers carry their
pregnancy to term- (U-S. Bureau of the census, 1991). A teen
parent livlng with his lher parents and attending school- is
frequently assisted by parents with child care. Jendrek
(1993 ) found that 25% of grand.parents providing reqular care
to their grrandchild became j-nvolved hecause o f the pregnancy
of their adoLescent daughter.
4A bl-urring o f boundaries occurs hetween parent and
grandparent roles when grrandparents are regular caregrivers.
Teen parents who are assisted with child care by their
parents may experience conf l_ict with the grandparent (s ) as
each of them attempts to build a relationship with the child
( Strom & Strom, 1 993 ) .
Div.orce.
Grandparents also become j-nvolved as surrogate parents
when their adult child is divorced. Grand"parents asslst the
parent in financial, emotionat and. practlcal ways. Reduced
finances and an increased need for emplolrment results in the
need for child care. Grandparents may step in to provi6e
the needed child care. rt is most often d.ue to some type of
family breakdown or instability that grandparents become
involved as primary caregivers. Grand.children generalty come
tc live wlth their grandparents because of a major problem
in their birth family (Saltzmann & pakan , 1996) . Cherlin
anci Furstenberg ( 1 gB 6 ) note that ,strong. functional
interqenerationar ties are rinked to famiry crises, row
incomes and instability rather than to health, prosperity
and stability" (p. 197 ) .
Chemical addicti on of parents.
Numerous studies (Burton, lg92; Jendrek, 1994; Ke1l"y,
1993; Minkl-er & Roe, 1993; pinpoint chemical abuse by the
parent (s ) as the primary reason that grand.parents become
involved as surrogate parents for their grrandchitd (ren) 
. The
increase in grandparent led famiries seems to be connected
5wi th the crack coca j-ne epidemi c . , The recent and
devastating crack cocaine epidemic has significantly altered
the nature, context and dynamics of the caregiver role',
(Minkler & Roe, l9g3) .
The Grandparent Caregriver Study cond.ucted in oakland by
Minkler and Roe (1993) focused on 7t African_American
grrandmothers who were raising grrand.chrldren. AII these
grrandmothers were parenting their grrand.child.ren as the
result of crack cocaine invol-vement of the child.ren's
parents. Burton (lgg7 ) studied gj African_Amerlcan
grandparents who were raislngr their grandchildren as a
conseguence of parentar chemical addiction.
other studies which dld not focus on substance abuse as
an ldenti f yrng f actor also f ound slmilar links to chemical_
addiction as an antecedent to grrandparents assumingr the
parental rol-e. Jendrel: (1993 ) in her study of Caucasian
families, found that over one-half of the grand.parents in
her study identified drug problems of one or both parents as
the reason f or their invol-vement with thelr grand.chi- Id ( ren ) .
Kelley (1993), in a survey of 41 grandparents raising their
grandchildren in the northwestern United States, found. that
parentar substance abuse was a major antecedent to chil,d.ren
be ing ra i s ed by grrand.parent s .
Parents that ahuse d.rugs or atcohor are often not
competent or effective in their parental rore. Their
involvement wlth drugs or al-cohol- impairs and overides their
ability to parent (deToled.o & Brown , l-9g5 ) . Alexander &
6theirHolhorn in Strom & Strom (1993) note that
capacity to care about their children and
Child maltreatment.
addicts l-ose
themse-l-ves.
Kelfey (1993) defines mal-treatment as negrlect,
abandonment, emotionar and or physical abuse. chirc
maltreatment 1s frequently, although not exclusively linked
to parental chemica]- abuse . Kel f ey ( 1993 ) f ound that gO .2eo
of the parenting grrand.parents in her study cited child
maltreatment as the primary motivation for their parental
involvement with their grandchild. Neglect and abuse of a
child(ren) is a major reason grandparents become parents for
the third generation (Burton, 1993; Jendrek, 1993; Minkler &
Roe, 7993).
Other factors.
Grandparents become surrogate parents for other reasons
such as incarceration, unemployment, death or illness of a
parent' The increasingr numbers of AIDS deaths have resulted
in more qrand'parent caregivers. Health planners in New york
city, aloner estimate approximately 20,000 child.ren have
been orphaned d.ue to ArDs with the great maj ority of these
chilcren ending up in the care of their grandparents
(Minkler, Driver, Roe & Bedeian , l9g3 ) .
Grandparents are stepping in to fill the void througrh
legal arranqements or on an informal basis. As noted by
Burton, Dil-worth-Anderson, Merriwether-devries, (1g95) the
duration of the surrogate parent rore is hrghly variabr-e.
The contlnuum may rangre from grrand.parents providing short-
term care in time of crisis
responsibilrty for the care
and need to permanent
of the grandchild (ren) 
.
Scope of the Studv
Jendrek (1993 ) def ines caregiving grrand.parents in
three categories,' "daycare", 'living with" and "custodial " .
Daycare grandparents provlde phys i cal- care to grrandchi 1d.ren
on a regular basis but assume no legal responsibility.
Grandparents most typicatty enter into this type of
relationshi_p to help the parent (s ) economically and to
assist the parent (s) in completion of education or work
expectations.
A second cateqory is grandparents who live 1n the
household with one or both of the parents present. Kennedy
& Keeney (1988) refer to this circumstance as informaJ
custody- "Living with" grrandparents have no legral custody
but provj-de some. if not al1, daily physical care for the
grrandchild (ren) 
- The grandparents may have tried to obtain
legral custody or they may have stopped short of ta}:ing such
a final step for various reasons.
A "living with" relationship 1s defined by ,,role of
responsibility but without any correspond.ing regral
authority" (Jendrek, lgg4, p. 20g). The rel-ationship is
dependent upon the amount of authority relinqulshed by the
parent 
' "An informal- arrangement opens the grandparents to
confricts with their own chlld.ren, who can pop in and out of
their lives" (Hertzel_, 1995, p. 130 ) . Stabrlity becomes a key
issue when the parent is sporad.icarry invorved in the
I
child' s care , Kennedy & Keeney ( 1 gBB ) found this type of
relatlonship often reflected an unreso-l-ved, hostile,
dependent rel-ationship between the chiJd. I s parents and
grandparents.
Third, "custodial- grrandparents " are def ined as having a
formal relationship with the grandchild(ren) including lega1
adoption, fuI1 custody, temporary custody or gruard.ianship.
In short, the court system has been involved at some leve1,
in overseeingr the transfer of responsibilrty and authority
f rom birth parents to the chi]d' s grandparents . These
qrandparents become the grandchild's both physical- and tegal
custodian- "Custodial grand.parents typically obtain a lega1
relationship with their qrandchild because of severe
prcblems in the grandchild' s nucl-ear f amif y" (Jend.rek, Igg4 ,
p. 201 ) - The advantages of permanent custody include less
anxiety, uncertainty and conflict with the natural parent
(Kennedy & Keeney, lgBg).
Surrogate parenting by grand.parents is an unanticipated
llfe event- Burton,Dilworth-Arrderson & Merriwether-deVries
(1995 ) ref er to grrandparent red f ami-lies as ,'of f 
-time,,
f amiries . Jendrek (1993 ) uses the term, "time-disord.ered
role" to describe the circumstance of grandparents as
parents to their grandchildren, Minkrer and Roe (1gg3) note
"the assumption of caregiving represented... an abrupt
transition necessitating major and often unwanted changes in
how they lived their lives, and in what they anticipated lie
ahead" (p.60).
9The purpose of thrs research project is to
the experi ence o f caring f or grrandchi rdren has
Jives of grrandparents 1n the specific areas of
restriction and isofation from peers.
explore how
impacted the
role
10
Review of
Grandparent s
the Literature
Raising Granchildren
Historical perspective
lllnnurartdparenthood as a distinct and nearly universal
stage of family life is a post-Wor1d War II phenomenon"
(Cher1in & Furstenberg, 1986, p.24). Increased longrevity and
smal-Ier families are reasons for this occurrence. Decline in
mortality rates has provided opportunj-ties for grrandparents
to live long enough to participate in the lives of their
grandchildren. rn the earry nineteenth century,
grandparents and grandchi ldren may have only shared a d.ecade
of life togrether. By comparison t tod.ay's grrandparents are
l-ike1y to witness their grandchildren's transition to
adulthood, a time period. which could extend beyond thirty
years (Hagestad, 1gg0 ) .
Farring birth rates also have had an effect on
qrandparenthood. The past frequency of large families and
extended childbearing years was such that parents were often
raising their younger child.ren when their olcier children
left home and marrled (cherlin & Furstenberg, 19g6) . under
these condltions, it's like]y that when the rore of
grandparent and parent overlapped, the grrandparent role
became secondary- Today the birth rate is lower and parents
are more 1ikeIy to have finrshed raising their child.ren
bef ore they become grand"parents.
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As noted 1n the introduct ion, qrandparent invo l-vement in
families is not new but numerous contemporary factors have
changred certa j,n aspects of the reJationship.
More people are living rongr enough to become
grandparents and to enjoy a lengthy period of life as
grandparents. They can keep in touch more easily with
their grrandchildren; they have more time to d.evote to
them; and they are less likely strll to be raising
their own children (Cherl-j-n & Furstenberg, 1986, p.35) 
.
As strom & strom ( 1gg3 ) note, the traditional_
grandparent role involves visitlng, the pleasure of
indulging grandchildren and sending them home to their
parents.
other factors inf luence aspects of the grrand.parent rol-e.
Personal autonomy has long been a central value in American
lif e. While increasing numbers of grrand.parents may have the
time and energy for the "traditionar grandparent ro1e,,,
surrogate parenting imposes increased responsibrlity and.
commitment (Strom & Strom, 1993) Surrogate parenting
occurs at a time in life when grandparents are experiencing
freedom from the conflnes of parenting and are looking
forward to increased time for l-eisure and their own pursuits
(Jendrek,1994; Strom & Strom, 1993) 
.
rndependence and personal satis f action are hrghly val-ued
in contemporary American society. rndlvidual-s who are
grandparents may feel- entitled to and deserving of a more
carefree lifestyle associated. with the accomplishment of
72
child-rearing responsibilities. As Cherlin and Furstenberg
(1986) note, "the tension between personal autonomy and
fam1Iy bonds now affects all important family relationships"
(p. 206) .
Effects of Surroga t e Pa rent i nq
The experiences o f grand.parent s parent ing thei r
grandchildren have been identifred in the literature
terms of lifestyre changres, effects on relationships
friendsr 
€ffects on family re]ationships, effects on
physicar hearth and economic considerations.
1n
wi th
Lifestvle chanqes .
Many grandparents have imagrined this period of their
lives, freed from chird-rearing responsibirities, as an
opportunity to come and gro and. pursue individual interests.
The addition of a grandchild to the home upsets this
expectation. As noted by a parenting grandparent , ,, r had not
planned to raise a second family, i fel-t that r had paid my
dues" (MiIIs, 1996, p.12).
For grrandparent s who are emproyed, the addi t ion o f
grrandchildren brinqs increased complications with regard to
child care. Minkl_er and Roe (1993 ) noted a number of
granCmothers found it necessary to grive up thelr j obs to
accommodate their grandchrldren's schedule. Burton ( 1 9gZ )
also found a number of grrandparents found it necessary to
take leaves of absence from their employment whiIe they made
necessary adjustments in their schedule. Kennedy & Keeney
(1988 ) found that grrand.parents who are emproyed full-time
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and parenting their grandchild, experience additional stress
and have less energy.
Parenting grandchitdren is not an anticipated life
event. Jendrek (1993) refers to this phenomenon as a time-
disordered role. Stress may result from the drfferences
between the anticipated role (traditlonal grandparent) and
the actual, role of surrograte parent (Jend.rek, 1993; Kell*y,
1993) .
trffects on social relationshi ps.
Relationships with friends are sub3 ect to change with
the addition of a grandchild to the household. Grand.parents
who are parenting may find themselves out of step with their
peers. The needs and responsibilities of a grandparent l-ed
family may be quite drfferent from their peers. Social
relationships may change due to the addition of
grrandchirdren to the home. Jendrek (1993 ) noted, "chird-
free friends may not wish to spend time with a family that
has children" (p. 61 ) . The loss of shared lnterests and
activities wlth f riend.s is noted by Kel_rey (1993 ) .
Traditional support networks of friend.s and family may
be unable to help because they are no longer si-multaneously
experlencing simllar circumstances (Hagrestad & Neugarten,
1985 ) - This may l-ead to lonel-iness and isolation for the
grandparent 
- rn terms of sociat isolation, nurnerous studles
(Burton, 7992; Jend.rek , 7993; Ke1ley , Lg93; Minkl_er & Roe,
1993) indicate that grandparents report feellng socially
lsolated because their parenting responsibilities cause them
74
to be out of step with their peers. Minkler and Roe (1993)
drscovered raising grandchildren was the result of loss of
contact with friends. Jendrek (1993) found that friendship
networks changred pro f oundl y f or custodi al- and I iving wi th
qrandparents. "Grandparents with chirdren may have
difficulty fitting thelr second time around. lifestyle to
those of their f riends without child.ren" (Jendrek, 1993,
p.618) . As a result, social relationships may change due to
the addition of a grandchild(ren) to the family (Jend.rek,
1993; KeIl*y, 1993) .
An increase in new friend.ships was reported by
respondents 1n Minkler and Roe' s ( 1 993 ) Grandparent
Caregiver Study. A nunr-lcer o f the grandrnothers f ound they
developed additional friendships with other grandmothers who
were in similar situations. Support qroups al-so provj-ded an
avenue for new friendships.
Relat ionshi ps with othe r family members.
F-el-atlonships with other f amily members are subj ect to
changre within the grand.parent-led family. The amount of
support provided by other family members varles greatly from
situation to situation (HertzeI, Lg95) . Family mem-bers may
prove to be an imporrant source of respite and. assistance/
while for others, it may be a liability if family mem-bers
are not supportive of grand.parents taking on the parental
role (Burton, lggT; Jendrek, 1g93 ) .
custodial grandparents reported difficulties with their
other children, the sibrings of the grandchild,s parent
15
which they attributed to concern that other grandchildren
would be deprlved (Jendrek, 1gg3) . Adult child.ren may
express their disapproval or harbor feelings of resentment
that grandparents are taking on this responsibility. Burton
(1992 ) f ound 97eo of grrand.parents in her study indicated that
they received no consistent fam1ly help with their surroqate
rore . Traditional- avenues of help and. support, f amily
members, may withhold help because they disapprove or they
may be unable to assist the parenting grandparent. Jendrek
(1993) found al-most one half of the custodial grandparents
reported problems with family and friend.s, ,,the first l_ine
of defense for most people in times of stress', (p.620) 
.
Physical Health
Another sigrnificant area with reqard to the effects of
parentlng qrandchildren is the consequences on physlcal
hearth of grandparents 
. Jendrek ( 1 g93 ) reported
grandparents were more physlcally tired after carlng for
grandchildren 
- Minkler & Roe (1993 ) l-ooked speclf ically at
physical health in parenting grandmothers and dlscovered
most grandmothers rated themsel-ves in grood to excellent
heal-th - Good physicat health may be a contributing f actor
in a grrandparent's decision to undertake the parenting
responsibility. Mink]er and Roe ( 1 gg3 ) also f ound. an attempt
on the part of the grandmothers in the author's study to
deny their own hearth probr-ems which the researchers
attributed to a desire to protect the children in their
care.
16
caring for an infant or younq chird is physically
demanding. Energy and sieep reserves are strained.. Some
grandparents have chronic heal-th problems that are
exacerbated by freguent lifting and carrying (Minkler & Roe,
1993) . Furthermore, some of the grrand.chirdren may have
increased physical and. emotional need.s that demand extensive
time and attention.
Financial Concerns.
A further area in which grrand.parents are impacted
includes the financial sector. Financial hardship and
difficulties are encountered by a largre number of parenting
grandparents (Burton, lgg7 ; Crelghton , lggL ; Kel_ ley , 7993 ;
Minkler & Roe , L993 ) . The increased f inancial d.emand on
grandparents occurs at a time of life when income may be
decreasing due to retirement or plans to decrease work
hours .
The addition of a grandchild(ren) to the home includes
not only added expenses but aiso increased time commitments
that may necessitate changes in work schedules.
KeLley (1993) found. the Iife stressor most commonly
noted by grandparents on the Parenting Stress rnd.ex (Abrd.in.
1990) was financiar difficul-ties. ,'wi_thout adequate
income ' - - the physical and emotional- strain of grand.parent
caregiving may be greatly amprified" (Minkler & Roe, lgg3,
p. 85) . Shore and Hayslip ( 1994 ) refer to the double_edged
sword of reduced income potentiar plus increased cost
associated with raising grrandchild.ren, Burton (lggz) noted
i1
the drain on economic resources and the grandparent's need
f or economic as s i s tance when rai s ing grandchi ld.ren .
Einancially, most qrandparents suffer an enormous burden
(Creigrhton, 1991 ) . Minkler and Roe ( 1gg3 ) f ound 69% of
their sample reported inadequate j-ncome to meet thelr needs.
Minkrer and Roe (1993) note that grandparents who
provide regular care to grandchild.ren contend with two
prevalling assrxnptions. The first is, socletal beliefs that
grandparents provide regrular care to grandchildren out of
love and/or duty to help family. This belief results in a
practice of minimal compensation and assistance to
g'randparents who provide regular care to grrand.chrl-d.ren. The
second is, grrandparents often find themselves treated as
seconci-class citizens by both public and private programs.
Frograms that assist grandparents with expenses in a
way simil-ar to foster care often inctude stringent
regrulations and qualifications. Grandparents are penalized
for being related to the child in their care, and denied the
very supports and adeguate financial aid that would assist
them.
Kinship care programs are available in some states to
assist with expenses incurred with parenting grandchildren.
However, this means qovernment invol-vement. "Most
grandparents are rel-uctant to cede thei r authori ty to the
qovernment" (creighton , rggr, p. g9; Hertzer, 1995; Minkrer
& Roe , \993 ) . Relatlves must meet the same standards as
other foster parents.
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U.S. Representative Ron Wyden of Oregon has introduced a
bill that would allow states to use federal foster care
money to provide assistance to relatives other than parents
who are rai-singr children (Mil1s, 1996) . This money woul-d
only be available in cases in which a judge has removed the
children from their parents to protect their welfare (I'{itl-s,
1 sq6\ "switching grandparents from ADC roster to foster+r r v I .
care acknowledges that grrandparents need the same tlpes of
help we provide to 'strangers' who take care of children"
( Jendrek, 1994, p. lgl ) .
Many grrandparents struggrre along with limited
resources due to the difficulty of qualifyrng for existing
programs or the hother of added qovernment interference in
their lives. Grandparents may hope their chird wirl
stralgrhten out and assume parental responsibility (Minkler &
Roe, \993).
certain issues may present speciar problems for
grandparents who are surrogate parents- Enrolling a child in
school may be difficult without legal authority. rnsurance
coveraqe becomes a crucial factor, particularly for
grrandparents providing care on an informa] basis. Most
insurance poli-cies do not cover grandchildren unless they
are 1ega]1y adopted by thelr grandparents.
Another area of increased expense in addition to daily
needs, invol-ves legar costs . Legal expenses may ensue i f
grrandparents take action to gain custody. steps to qain
legral custody are expensive and confusing. ,,It is very
t9
difficult for grandparents to grain unchallenged permanent
custody of threatened children" (creighton, !g91,F. B0).
Respondents in Burton's (1992) study indicate a need for
lega1 counseling regarding foster care and gruardianship
options, Pursuing custody is a painful decision for
grandparents to make. If parents d.o not agree to relinquish
their parental rights, a custody batt-l_e may f ol-low.
Contested cases were a source of aqony for grandparents, who
were forced to announce publicly that their child was an
unfit parent ( Jendrek, 1 993; Strom & Strom, 1 g93 ) .
Further Challen
Grandparent led families may frnd themselves hewildered
by the many chanqes in child rearing sj-nce their first
exper j-ences with parenting. The rul-es of parenting have
chanqed- Added to this is the condition of the chil-dren
they are taking into their lives. "Some of the child.ren they
inherit are among the most emotj-onaliy damagred and most
anqry in the nation" (creigrhtcn , 1991, p. g r ,. Jendrek , l9g3 ) .
"The special need.s of grandparents raising children who have
behavioral, medical and other problems stemming from
prenatal drug exposure or early abuse or neglect deserve
research attenti-on" (Minkler & Roe, 1g93, p . ? 60 ) .
Rol-e Theory
Throughout the literature on parenting grandparents, the
concept of role and rore transitions are freguentry
discussed- Grandparents are taking on an unexpected role
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when they hecome surrogate parents. It foll-ows that a brief
examination of role theory can enhance and illuminate the
unique position of grandparents who have become second-time
around parents.
Rote theory defines role as the characteristic behavrors
engaged in by persons occupying social positions (Davis,
1986) Roles are expectations regarding behaviors of a
person or a position held by a parti_cular person or by a
generallzed other. Certain roJe expectations are held by
society in general, others are group specific and stirl
others are individually determined,. Expectations are also
shaped as a function of ethnicity and socioeconomi-c class
(Davis, 1986) .
Rol-e discontinulty refers to the lack of similarity
between the ro1e an individual- is expected to perform an6
the rore that indivlduar currently carrles out. Role
discontinuity is equated with stress as an individ.ual
experiences an unexpected role including an assLmption of a
rore (s) they are not prepared for (payne , L9g1) .
Role transitrons whlch includ.e d.evelopmental changies,
status role changes and crisis events are particur-arly
stressful (Seltzer , 7916) . Role transitions often follow
timetabl-es and established sequences. This is illustrated by
g:randparents who have ant i cipated the trad i tional
grandparent role but are now challenged to assume the role
of surrograte parentr tsf] unanticipated and time disordered
rol-e.
2t
According to the literature, stress may result from time
drsordered roles in two ways: 1 ) Stress may be created by
changres in indivldual 1r f e expectations, anticipated ro j_e
versus actual role. 2) Traditional support networks may be
unabre to herp because they are no longer experiencing
similar cj-rcumstances (Hagestad & Neugarten, 1985; sertzer,
t91 6)
Numerous studi-es (Burton LggZ; Jendrek , 1993; Minkler &
Roe, 1993) concur that grandparents feel- resentment toward
the parent s and grrandchi ld. ( ren ) f or depriving them o f an
anticipated roIe, traditional grandparent, and placing them
in another ro1e, that of surrogate parent. Rol-e restriction
relates to the negative impact and sense of resentment
associated with perceptions of loss of important Iife rol-es
(Abidin, 1990) - with regard. to parenting grrand.parents,
thls may ref er to the loss of the "traditional " grand.parent
role ' "Grandparents want to be grrandparents, not parents,
to the third generation" (Jendrek, Lgg3, p.214) 
.
The positive aspects of role theory incrude its
applicability to nearly atl situations. It allows
conceptuaLtzation of situations and rndividuals in a way
that does not bl-ame individual-s or crltici-ze their behavior.
critics of rore theory cite the narrowness of its
interpretation and acceptance of the status quo (Davls,
1986) ' rt may be argued that rore theory stresses adaptation
to stressful events and occurrences rather than providing an
avenue for intervention or societal changre.
Life Course Perspective
Close]y aligned with the concepts of roi-e theory is the
l-:-f e course perspective. Studies of the l-if e course view
indlviduals as social personas who negotiate along ,,an age-
di f f erentiated, social marked sequence of transitions,,
(Hagestad, 1990, p. 151) . Individual-s internalize a set of
expectations regarding major rife events (Germain &
Gitterman, 19gz) . The timing of life events largely
determines if the events are experienced as normative or
stressful-. For example, raising chil-dren in one's twenties
anci thirties is considered normative, however r Tdising
children in one's f ifth or sixth d.ecade may not be as common
and therefore more susceptible to stress.
The life course perspective considers peopl-e's needs in
terms of interaction with their envj-ronment. Sequencing and
synchronizaLion of major life role transitlons are socrally
determined (Germaln & Gltterman, 7982). A rol-e that occurs
out of seguence and counter to individ.ual and social
expectations increases the potentiar for stress.
Conf l- i ct may occur between developmental tas ks and
role tasks- (Burton, Dilworth-Anderson, Merriwether-deVries,
1995) ' "The timing of assuming primary responsibility for
the care of a grrandchild may in some cases, interfere with,
and in other cases, facilitate the immediate developmental
tasks individual-s face in drfferent periods of their rives,,
(Burton, Dil-worth-Andersonr Merriwether-devries , r995 ) . E.or
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example, grrandparents may be neqotiating developmental tasks
that are not compatible with nurturing and establishrng a
new family.
Social timetabi-es serve as guides to rnd.ivid.ual-s about
timing of specific tife events such as marriage, education,
child-rearing and retirement (Neugarten & Neugrarten , lgg 7 ) .
Whi Ie there is great individual- variation within these
timetables, they do serve as a norm for l-1fe events. rt may
be argued that our society is more flexible and less fixed
on age-rel-ated transitions than in the past. Despite
increased flexibility, individuals are stitl confronted with
expectations regard.ing maj or l-if e events .
seltzer (1976) sugrgests an individual regards time
discrdered rol-es more positively if they are serf_
determined. The circumstances that lead to grandparents as
surrograte parents is contlngrent on 1i f e transitrons of other
family members - situatlons which are externally determined
by the actions of others may result in increased stress.
Careqiver Stress
A further way to conceptuai-ize the situati-ons of
grrandparents who are surrogate parents i s the f ramework o f
caregiver stress - Caregiver stress has received considerable
attention i-n the literature but has not been widely l-inked
to grandparents raising grrandchirdren. Burton (7ggz) and
Kelfey (1993) explore careglver stress in grandparents who
are parenting.
1A
The effects of caregiver stress has been most
extensively studied with regrard to the care of the elderly.
Poor health outcomes, includlng depression and increased
psychologlcaI distress have been associated with caregriving
btz f amily members (KeIley , t993 ) . ChappelI (1990 ) adds
further ef f ects of caregiving incrud.e; f ower rif e
satisfaction. Psychological- stress and effects on l-eisure
and family activities ' stud.ies of caregivers for the elderf y
have noted negative effects on physlcal- health an6 economic
ci-rcumstances with the most consistent conseguence
identi f ied as emotional- strain (Brody in Minkl-er & Roe,
1993).
Recognizing that important differences may exist between
caring for elderly rel-atlves and raising grrand.child.ren,
certain commonatitles exist. Caregrivers in both areas
experience a change in lifestyfe whlch is usuarly more
restrictive 
- The careg'iver must alter routines and darly
activities. The responsibilrty usually brings increased
demands including emotional_, physicat and f inancial
considerati_ons.
certain indivldual-s may find themselves as caregrivers
for several- generations. Increased stress and life-sty1e
changres occur for grrandparents who are providing care for
multiple generations. (Burton, lggT; Minkler & Roe, 1g93)
other caregiving ro1es, particularly those that invol-ve care
for an elderly relative extend and. expand the demands on the
grrandparent 
.
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Caregivlng tasks that restrict or confine the caregj-ver
in time or space have been linked to perceptions of burden
(Chappell , 1990) . Grandparents as caregrivers may be
susceptible to this phenomenon as they find their daily
routine altered, increased demand.s on their time, emotions
and energy reserves.
Chappell (1990) notes that the resources and. social
support availabl-e to caregivers have a d.irect infl-uence on
the caregri-ver's well being. Thi_s f inding sugrgests that
support groups and support from fami}y and. friends can
decrease the strain assoc j_ated. with caregiving,
Emerqing Trends /Kinshi p Care
The demands for out of home placements and the shortage
of foster care homes coup]-ed with greater direction from
state and federal agrencies toward kinship placements have
moved agencies to look more carefutly at rel_ative
placements 
- state poricies and practices regarding the use
of relative foster care are based on interpretation of
federar law pL. g6- 2lz, Adoption Assistance anc chird
welf are Act - rncreasingrly states are looking to relatives
especially grandparents to take in child.ren (Use of Rel_ative
Care, 1994).
state poficies and practices regrard.ing rel-ative foster
care vary from state to state d.ue to the l-ack of explicit
federal policy- rn a survey by the American pubtlc weffare
Agency (APWA) of chiId welfare administrat.ors in all 50
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states and the District of Columbia, rt was determined that
39 states did not have special services available to
chlldren and families involved in relative care. Nine states
indicated they did have special support services, however
most were pilot and demonstrati-on pro j ects (use of Rel_ative
Care, 7994).
Gebel- (1996) in a survey of BZ kinshrp caregrivers and
111 nonrel-ative family foster caregivers in the southeastern
United States found that kinship careglvers have more
positlve perceptions about the chil-dren placed in their
homes than do nonrel-ative foster caregivers. This f ind.ing
supports the use of relative placements.
A further finding of the study was that kinshrp
caregi-vers have a lower l-eve1 of caseworker contact that do
nonrerative foster caregivers. This finding raises
questions about the level of support that kinship families
may be receiving to help them meet the chil-dren's needs
(Gebel-, 1996)- Do aqencies assume that because a child 1s
with family, there is less need for support and involvement
than if a child is in a foster care setting? Famlry
members, incruding grandparents, may need preservi_ce
training and agency support comparable to services provlded
for nonrelative foster parents. The implications of pfacing
hiqh need chil-d'ren with relatives without adequate support
warrants increased scrutiny.
Given the current plans to downsize socia] service
budgets, it seems likery that grrandparents will continue to
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be seriously considered 1n the area of out of home
placements . The psychologrrcal, emotional and f inancial cost
for grandparents needs to be seriously consrdered.
Governments have been sl-ow to recognj-ze the necessity of
services for informal caregivers, particularly in a time
when efforts are underway to encourage and facilitate
greater informal care and to stabilize, if not decrease, the
public costs of providing formal services (Chappell, 1990) .
The present emphasis on relative care makes this topic
particularly prominent 
.
The implications of this study incl-ude identifying the
needs, concerns and characterist j-cs of grand,parents who are
parenting in a predominantly rural area of west central
Minnesota - Presently there are no existing programs for
grandparents who are parenting' in this geographic area.
Results of the study may inform program directors and
planners of unmet need.s regarding grandparents who are
parent ing .
This leads to the research question for this study. Does
parenting qrandchild. (ren) lead to higher l-evels of stress
due to rore restriction and social isolation?
-\ a\
Methodo 1 o gy
The purpose of this study is to examine the amount of
stress that grandparent caregivers face in the areas of role
restriction and social isolatlon usingr a descriptive
research design. Grandparents in a rural setting who are
primary careqivers for thelr grandchild(ren) were surveyed.
uslng a serf-administered mair guestionnaire.
Re s e arch and Sampling Desi gn
To explore the research guestj-on relating to stress
levels of grandparents parenting their grand.child.ren with
regrard to role restriction and sociar isolation I a
des criptive research des i gn was used.. The d.ata gathered
were prlmarily quantitative,
Since there are no grandparent regristration Iists and.
nc rosters of qrrandparents as careqivers, a non-probabrlity
sampring strategy was util-ized. The purposive sample
cons i sted o f grrandparents who provid.e primary care f or a
child(ren) enrotled in the Head Start progrram of otter TaiI-
Wadena Community Actlon Council. Head Start is a family
focused proqram that promotes the grrowth and development of
chi l-dren between the ages o f three and f ive years 
.
There are currently 221 children enrolled in the otter
Tail--wadena Head Start Program for tgg5-g6. Approximately
10% of the chi1dren enrol-led have at least a portion of
their daily care provided for by grand.parents. since some of
the children were sibring qroups, this red to a possible
participati-on of ZO individ.uals.
?o4-J
Operational Defrnitions
The concept of grrandparent as a primary caregiver is
operationalized as respondents answer the item on the
guestionnaire that asks if they provide regular care for
their grandchild(ren), A subseguent guestion asks the
respondent to identify their role with regard to their
grandchild (ren) in terms of a formal (lega1 custody,
guardianship, adoption) or an informal arrangement.
stress is operationarized through the use of two
subscales of a standardized. instrument, the parenting Stress
rndex (PSr ) developed by Abidin (1990 ) (Appendix A) .
Permlssion was received. from the publisher to ad.apt and
reproduce the subscales of Role Restriction and Social
rsolation with payment of a roya Lty/ ricense f ee. (Append.ix
B ) ' Thl s ins trument was d.eveloped to measure s tre s s among
parents, however it has been used. in previous research with
grandparents who are parenting their grrandchild.ren (KelI.y,
19e3).
Instrumentation
The data collectlon instrument for this research proj ect
is an anonlrmous self-administered questionnaire. The
guestion'naire (Appendix c ) incrudes questions pertaining to
demographic characteri-stics of the respondents, guestions
regarding the grandparent r s rel-ationship with the
qrandchild(ren), questions to elicit respondent,s concerns
and need for services, and two subscales of the psr.
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This study questionnaire was designed in part using an
instrument developed and utilized by the Arrowhead Economic
Opportunity Agency (AEOA) (Appendix D) . In 1995, AEOA
surveyed grrandparents who were parenting their qrandchildren
in north-eastern Minnesota. r received. the author' s
permission to modify and use their instrument for thi*s
research.
The study guestiennaire also includ.es the subscales of
role restriction and social isolation from the pSI. These
subscales were selected as they relate directly to the
tenents of the research guestion. The PSI was developed as a
screening and diagrnostic instrument with parents of
children, focusing on the preschool chird to measure
parenting stress. The instrument was normed on a sample of
mothers (N:2, 633 ) . Research has been cond.ucted that supports
its concurrent validity (Ab j-din , 79g0 ) , The discrlminant
validity and predictive validity have been established in
numerous studles and with numerous clinical- popul-ations
(A-brdin , 1990 ) . Alpha and test-retest reliabitrty scores are
weII within acceptabl_e leveIs.
Study S ampLe/Location
The Head Start director of otter Tail-wadena communlty
Action Council identified individuals who are parentlng
their grrandchild.ren througrh the use of open case f il-es.
Respondents included individual-s whose grand.child^ren are
enroll-ed in the Head start program for the 1995-1996 school_
year ' Respondents are resid.ents of otter Tail or wadena
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counties of west-centra] Minnesota. The questionnaire and
cover l-etter explaining the study were mailed by the Head
Start staf f to identr f ied indrviduals . Respond.ents consented
to participate in the study by completing the questlonnaire
and returning it in the provided envelope.
Pro cedure
The Head Start director sel-ected 20 households to
receive the questionnaire. The questionnaires were mailed
out from the Head start office on January 3, 1996. The
cover letter (Appendix E ) explained the purpose of the
guestionnaire, gave directions for compl_eting it and
incl-uded numbers to call if respondents had questions or
conce rns .
The questionnaires were returned to the researcher in a
stamped self-addressed envelope. Due to the Jow response
rate, (n:4), a second. mailing of questlonnaires was done
five weeks l-ater to the same householdsr Elong with a note
requesting their participation and an expressj-on of thanks
rf they had previously completed the questlonnaire.
The original mailing and. the repeat mailing yiel-ded a
total of nine guestionnaires, a return rate of 45so. one of
the returned quest.ionnai-res was not compteted but the
respondent indicated he and his spouse were no longer
parenting their grandchild. This resulted in a total of
eight questionnaires for analysis or a valid response rate
of 40%.
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Limitations= s Delimitations
The limitations of the research design and rnethodology
include the diffrculty of obtaining a sample since there is
no orqanized group or listing of parenting grand.parents in
the geographic area of the study. The f inancia] and time
constraints of canvassing a large area to identify parenting
grandparents was beyond the scope of this study. The
decision to survey a purposive sample of grand.parents who
have chi ldren enrol l ed in the Head Start prograrn o f Otter
Tail and Wadena counties was based on feasibitity assessment
and the study done by the Arrowhead Economic opportunity
Agency - The sampling met,hod may raise concerns regarding
the representativeness of the sample.
External- va]idity is lessened due to the use of a
nonprobability sample (Rubin & Babbie, 19g3 ) . The
general-izeability of the research findings is timited due to
the non-probability sampling and. the modest response rate.
rnternal val idity may be threatened in the fol-lowing
ways ' since no baseline measure of stress is util j-zed, it
is possibl-e that stress in the grrandparent-Ied household may
be due to pre-existing conditions. Arso, the possibility
exists that arternative expranations may explain the
increased stress such as financial strain or d.emands on
physical health due to agring. The number of the sample is
1ow and the significance of this factor wilr need to be
consldered when anafyzing the data.
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Eindings
Descriptive S tudy
The results of this self-administered quantitative study
of grandparents parenting their grrand.child (ren ) are
presented in terms of demogrraphic characteristics and scores
on the subscai-es of role restriction and social isolation
f rom the Parenting Stress Ind.ex (PSI ) . The characteristics
of grrandparent caregivers are described using bivariate
analysis. The concerns and suqgestions for services
identified by the respondents are also reported.
Grandparents in the s tudy rangred in age f rom 4l years
to 80 years. The mean age of grandparents responding to the
surveys was 56 years. Seven of the eight respond.ents are
caring for one or two grrandchild.ren, while the remaining
respondent cares f or f ive grrandchi ldren . Four o f the
respondents lndicated that the grandchild,s mother also
resides with the family. No fathers of the grandchild.ren
were present in the respondent's homes.
All of the grandparents in the study have provided
reg'ular care to their grrandchrldren for more than one year.
Four of the respondents have provided this care for more
than three years 
- Three of the respondents have formal
custody, the other five respondents provid.e care on an
informal basis.
Respondent s were as ked hor+ longr they expected to
provide care for their grand.child (ren) with the f ollowing
resurts ' six of the e:-ght respondents expect to fulf i1l the
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parenting role permanently. of the remai_ning two
respondents, one expected to care for their
grandchild(ren)for less than one year and the other expected
to provide this care for more than one year but not
permanently.
Five of the respondents are ass isted with caregriving
responsibllities bv their spouse. Alt of the particlpants
and their grandchildren in the study are Caucasian. This
not unexpected due to the l-ow rninority population of the
countles served by Head Start.
Respondents were asked their employment status. Four
the respondents were retired, two are working f ur1-t j_me,
is working part-time (Iess than 40 hours a week) and the
remaining respond.ent reported heingr disabled.
Respondents were asked why they are taking on parental
responsibilrty for their grandchild(ren) 
. The following
reasons were griven f or their action: d.ivorce of parent,
parentar substance abuse, chrrd abuse. neglect, pdrental
mentar ill-ness and a cateqory o f other . of the f ive
respondents checking the other cateqory, two respond.ents
indicated the birth of a baby to their adolescent daughter
as the reason f or parenting thelr grandchi l_d . Arrother
respondent indicated the parent (mother) was an urunarried
adult ' Fina]Iy, the mother's disabirity was cited as one
grandparent's reason for parenting her grandchird.
was
two
^s(Ji
L]1 IU
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Pa entin St re s s In ex tP I)
The use of two subscales from the stand.ardized pSI
instrument allowed the researcher to compare the
respondent's answers with the population norms establ-ished
for the subscales of role restriction and. social isolation.
The Psr was standardized for use with parents of children
ranging in age from 1 month to 12 years (Abidin, 1gg0) .
A1though, normed on parents, the instrument has been used
with grandparents who are parenting their grandchildren
(KelIey, 1993) .
Percentile scores are used to interpret a respondent's
relative performance on the PSr. Percentile scores are
hased on the normative sample and provid.e information about
the respondent's score relative to the normative scores.
The normal s cores range f rom the 15th Lo t,he g Oth
percentiles. High scores are consid.ered to be scores at or
above the 85th percentile (Abidin, 1g90 ) .
one hal- f o f the respondents s cored at or above the g sth
percentile on at l-east orre subscare. Two of the eight
respondents had scores that were above the gsth percentile
in both subscales 
- Two other respondents scored. at or above
the Isth percentiLe on only one of the subscales. one
respondent scored at the Bsth percentile on the scale of
sociar isolati-on and. another respondent scored at the B 5th
percentile on role restriction.
Grandparents who had ]egal custody(n:3) scored in the
low rangres (below B 5% ) of role restriction as depicted in
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Tabl-e 1. Only one grandparent who had 1egaI custody scored
above the B5th percentile on either subscale. This
respondent scored at the 85th percentile with regard to
social isolation ( TabIe Z) .
Tabl-e 1. Rol-e Restriction pSI Scores by Custody Status
Role Restriction Fo rma I Informal
Low (Below 85% )
High (At or above Bsed)
Table 2. Social I'lsolatlon PSi Scores by Custody Status
L
3
?
Social fsolation Formal- Informal
Low (Below B 5% )
High (At or above B5%)
Two of the grandparents, both with informal custody,
scored in the high ranqe on both subscares. Another
participant with informal custody scored above the B5th
percentile on the role restriction subscal_e.
Two of the three respondents scoring hiqh on the role
restriction subscal-e are employed f url-time (Tabre 3 ) . one
respondent scored at the 85th percentile and the other
respondent scored at the 99th percentile. The respondent who
1s employed part-time al-so scored at the 99th percentile.
of the four respondents who are retired., only one scored
J
.)
L
Z
1
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high on either subscale. This retired grand.parent scored at
the 8sth percentile on the socral- isolation subscal-e.
Table 3. H:-gh PSI Scores by Emplo yrnent
Hrgh PSI Score Emp I oye d (n:3 ) Not Employed (n:5 )
Role Restriction
Socia1 I solation
3
2 1
All of the respondents who are emproyed arso have
informal- custody arrangements. whereas/ the three
respondents who have formar custody are all retired..
Four of the respondents rnd.icated their daugrhter (mother
of the grrandchird) was arso present in the home. one
respondent s cored hi gh on both subs cal- es and one s cored hr gh
on role restriction. The remainingr two respondents scored
low on both subscales.
Concerns of Grandparent s
Respondents were asked their concerns regarding raising
their grandchild(ren) 
. Table 4 iltustrates the number of
concerns respondents checked separated by custody status.
Respondents were not l-rmi-ted to one response and some qave
multiple responses.
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Table 4. Number of Concerns by Custody Status
Number of Concerns F ormal Informal
None
One
Three or more
Tota I
Grandparents were asked what would be helpful to
them in raising their grandchild.ren. Table 5 ill-ustrates the
services that respondents indicated woul-d be most helpful to
them in raising their grandchild(ren) 
. The most commonly
checked item was social and recreational activitles with
other grrandparents and grandchi tdren . Equal numbers o f
respondents with formal- and. informal- custody checked. this
item' Meetingrs with other grandparents who are parenting was
checked by three of the respond.ents, arr of whom have an
lnformal custody arranqement. Informational- sess j-ons with
other parenting grandparents and legra1 advice were each
checked twice by grandparents with informal custody. one
grrandparent checked access to support servi_ces by a torr
free phone line.
1
1
3
1
2
n:3 n:5
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Table 5 . Services Identi fied by Grandparents
Identi fied Services
*Pct.
n (N:8 )
social activlties with other grrandparents
Meetingrs with other grandparents
Informational sessions
Legal advice
To11-free phone Iine for support
*Percent does not equal 100 d.ue to murtiple
opt i on
4
aJ
2
aZ-
1
50.0
1t h
25 .0
atr t.rZJ. V
72 .5
re spons e
An informal- custody arrangement and being emproyed
seemed to be associated with hiqh levels of stress as
measureci by the subscal-es of the PSI. only one grrandparent
with formal custody scored. high on either subscale of the
PSI . rn contrast, of the f ive respondents with inf ormal-
custody scored hrgh on one or both subscales. with regrard to
emploYment status, the retired grandparents (n:4) had only
one hrgh score/ that being social isolation. Grandparents
who were employed (n:3 ) a]l had hrgh scores on role
restriction and two of these respondents al_so had hrgh
scores on social isol-ation. The grandparents who were
employed all- had informal custody arrangements in contrast
to the grrandparents with formal custody who were arl
ret ired .
=Ll
Discussi-on
The results of the scores on the RoJe Restriction and
Socia1 Isolation subscales of the PSI indicate that most of
the grandparents in the survey are experi-encing some degree
of stress. The amount of stress they are experiencing seems
to be associated with the tlpe of rel-ationship with the
grandchild(ren) 
. Respond.ents with formal- custody indicate
they have fewer concerns and less need for services. This
is consistent with the rrterature, Jendrek (1g94) and
Kennedy and Keeney (1988) who found. that the cl-earer the
custody status in favor of permanent custody for the
grandparent, the less anxiety, uncertalnty and conflict
experienced by the grandparents.
Respondents with informal relationships with their
grrandchild (ren) had higher overall scores on the subscales
of the PSr and checked. more areas of concern and need for
services than did grandparents wlth formar custody.
Grandparents with informal- custody have a much greater
chance of experiencing stress due to role restriction and a
somewhat greater chance of experiencing stress due to social
isolatlon - Grandparents with inf ormal- custody may stiII be
negotiating their role with regard to the grrandchild, s
parents and may be l-ess cl-ear what their future role wi1l
hold with their grrandchildren. Their social- rel-ationships
may or may not have been impacted by the addition of a
granchild to their home, dependent on the length of time the
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grandchild(ren) has been in their home and the extent of
their responsibrlity with the grrandchild (ren) 
.
This is consistent wrth findingrs from other studies that
revealed grandparents with j-nformal- custody arrangements are
subject to more stress because of the tenuous nature of the
relationship and the lack of control of the situation by the
grrandparents 
. rnf ormal custody arrangements o f ten ref 1ect
unresolved, hostile and d.ependent rel-ationships (Kennedy &
Keeney, L98B).
Grandparent's employment status also seemed to have
lmplications for stress. A1l- of the respondents who scored
hiqh (at or above 85u ) on the role restriction subscale were
employed fu-l-1-time or part-time. This is consistent with
f indings that grrand.parents who are employed mus t 1 uggl e
their employment demands with the needs of the
grrandchild (ren) and therefore experience increased stress
(Burton, 1990; Kennedy & Keeney, 1gg g,- Minkler & Roe , lgg3 ) .
A strongr association seems to exist between emproyment
and custody status. Arr of the employed respond.ents had
informal custody arranqements whiIe the three respondents
wlth f ormal- custody were all retired.. This lead.s to
speculation that perhaps grand.parents who are retlred may
have the time and energy available to pursue formar custody
and the accompanying responsibi r ity . These f ind.ings are
suggtestive due to the limited si ze of the sample 
.
The concept of stress in grandparent-led families is
important because as a parent's level of stress increases,
a,)
coping ability decreases, placing the child at risk (Abrdin,
1990 ) . When a caregriver earns a hiqh score on both the
Social fsolation subscale and the RoJe Restriction subscale,
the potential for chrld abuse is j,ncreased (Abj-din , 1990 ) .
Grandparents may be particularly susceptible to stress
because of the indeterminant nature of thelr role as
primary caregiver.
Avenues which decrease the stress for grandparents who
are parenting their grandchildren must be considered.
support qroups, informational- meetingrs with other parenting
grandparents, access to 1egal and financia] advice are
important aspects.
Respondents in the study indicated a desire,,to help
out" their child and. grandchild(ren) as a reason for their
invof vement . As Jend.rek (1gg4 ) notes, grand.parents are
motivated by all impulse to care. The caregriver rerative is
responding to the need.s of the family, not the need.s of the
child welfare system (scannapieco & Jackson ,7gg6) . Despite
legislatlve mandates which speclfy extended family as the
preferred placement for a child, most grrandparents are
motivated by concern and r-ove for their grandchird. (ren) 
.
Love, duty and the bond.s o f f ami 1y are depl cted as the
reasons why grandparents ur-timately serve as surrogate
parents (de Toledo & Brown, l9g5) .
Most of the respond.ents in this study were assisted with
caregiving responsibilities by either thelr spouse or their
daughter- According to Kennedy & Keeney (19gg) having a
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spouse is a decided advantage in raising a grandchild. In
f our o f the e ight cas es , the grandchi td ' s mother al- so l- ived
in the home. Thrs is consistent with findingrs of other
studies that noted the grandparents are most likeIy tc be
related to the grandchild (ren ) through their d.augrhter and
grrandparents are most 1rkely to he involved with situatrons
involving their dauqhter (Saltzmann & pakan , tg96; Jend.rek,
7994; Cherlin & Eurstenberg, 1988) . The presence of another
adurt in the home may divide the child rearing
responsibilities and offer some relief and respite to the
grandparent(s).
The financial impact on grandparents was not directly
addressed in the questionnaj-re, however guidelj-nes for
participation in Head Start specify that 90% of the chil_d.ren
enrol-led must be from families whose income d.oes not exceed
the poverty I1ne. Chil-d.ren with special needs requiring a
comprehensive development proqram will be considered if
their family income exceeds the guidel-lnes.
The s trengths exhibi ted by the grrandparent- I ed f ami l- 1es
1s also an important area for conslderation. The abilrty to
adjust to major lifestyle changres 1s a positive feature wlth
regard to surrogate parenting of grandchildren. Jendrek
(1994) refers to the ability to improvise as the hallmark
trait of providing care for another. practitioners uslng a
strengths-focused approach will find support in these
findingrs, which indicate many grrand.parents cope with
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drfficult circumstances and parent without high levels of
stress.
The resilient characteristics of grrandparents who manaqe
their role with a minimum of stress wourd make an
interesting area for further study. Why do some grandparents
rather than others experience more positive changes in
lifestyle because of providing care? Does the parent's
withdrawal- or involvement in the grrand.child' s Ii f e af f ect
the grandparent's functioning? In-depth lnterviews or focus
groups may be effectlve vehi-c1es to increase knowledge in
this area.
The limi-ted scope of this survey did not attempt to
address the total number of parenting grand.parents in the
two county area . A l arger and more comprehens ive s tud.y could
identify the number of grandparent-1ed families in otter
Tail and wadena counties. A clear estimate of numbers could
direct future needs for proqram developmenL.
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Concl-us i ons /Recommendat ions
The absence of any formal groups or support systems
specifically for grandparents caring for their grandchild.ren
in the geogrraphic area of this study is a concern. The
results of this study have indicated parenting grandchildren
1s stressful, particularly for those individual-s who are
employed and provide care for their grandchitd(ren) on an
lnformal basis. Where can these grandparents turn for help?
Although 50% of the grand.parents in the study indi-cated
an interest in recreational and. social activities with other
grandparents, the lack of proximity may be a barrier. The
greographic scattering of the girand.parents over two large
counti-es may lnterfere with regular meetings. one respondent
wrote on the questionnalre that she had attempted to
orgrani ze meetings f or grandparents who were caring f or their
grrandchildren but the interest and attendance was not
conslstent - This may reflect numerous factors includlng
transportation, distance, tlme to attend meeting:s and day
care needs.
rf a larger and more comprehensive study is done, the
number and concentrations of parenting grandparents could be
identi f ied - schools may prove to be a naturar_ grathering
place f or parenting grandparents 
. rn various corrmunities,
schools have stepped in to meet the need.s of grandparents
carlng for their grand.children by offering support and
lnformational groups 
- Earry childhood Education programs may
he a vehicre througih which grandparents who are parenting
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preschool- age children could be connected with other
grandparents in the salne situation. fn rural- areas, schools
may be a natural- gatherrng p1ace. Schoo1 sponsored groups
may al so be a help to grrandparents as they deal with
particular issues related to school adjustment and movement
of grandchildren through deveropmentar stages.
On a state level-, grandparent caregivers are receiving
more publicity and recog'nition. The Legal Aid Society of
Minneapolis and Lutheran Social- Services of Minnesota.
recently puhlished a Grandparent Resource Manual. This
manual provides practical- information for grand.parents who
are primary caregivers and legaI information for those
grrandparents who choose to establish a 1ega1 relationship
with their qrandchrld(ren) 
. In addition, it contains a
listing of grand.parent support gfroups in Minnesota- This
type of informatlon 1s helpful to grandparents in addition
to or in lieu of formal supports.
On a national- 1eve], The American Associat j-on of Retired
Persons, (AARP) Grandparent rnformation center, found.ed in
September of 1993, provides assistance to qrand.parent-head.ed
famil-ies. This is accompl-ished through providing
information to grandparents who are raising grandchildren
and technical assistance to community-based. grandparent
groups and social servi,ce agrencies. The center also
develops publications on issues affectlng caregriving
g'randparents. The Center works with state, loca] and
reglonar orgrani zations to expand and improve servi ces f or
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grandparent-headed f amil-ies. A quarterry newsf etter,
Parenting Grandchildren, A Voice for Grandparents, contains
updates on legisl-atlon, issues pertaining to parenting
grrandparents, available resources and upcominq conf erences .
This newsletter is free and. is an extremely helpful resource
to grrandparents who may be separated by distance frorn other
grandparents who are parenting. Access to such a resource
may decrease f eelings of j-solation. A secondary benef it may
also be to convince grandparents of the benefits of a
support group or network.
Although grrandparents become careqivers to resolve an
exlsting problem, a new set of problems may deverop. The
unique challengres faced by grrand.parent-Ied familles reguire
support, understanding and assistance from the entire
community. Grandparents who are parenting their
grandchildren deserve respect anC acceptance not judEment
and obstacles in their role as surrogate parents.
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Appendix A
Item Booklet
ostructions:
-On the PSI Answer Sheet, please write your name, gender, date of birth, ethnic group, marital status,
rildh name, child's gender, .h]lq':-tf-9f!irth, and today,s date. please mark all y-our responses on the
rswer sheet. DO NOT WRITE ON THIS BOOKLET.
This questionnaire contains 120 statements. Read each statement carefully. For each statement, please
cus on the child you are most concerned about, and circle the response which best represents your opinion.
Circle the sAif you strqngly agree with the statement.
Circle the A if you afree with the statement.
Circie the ItlS if you are not sure.
circie the D if you disasree with the statement.
circle the sD if you stronglv disapree with the statement.
ps1 g:(ample, if you sometimes enjoy going to the movies, you would circle A in response to the followingtement:
I enjoy going to the movies. Sa @ NS O SD
while you may not find a response that-exactly states your feelings, please circle the response thatIt.l!::{ to describi:rg how you feer. youR Finsr ndl,cnoN io iacn euEsirbN sHouLD BEURANSWER.
circle onJy one response for each statement, and respond to all statements. Do NoT ERASEI Ifyoud to change an answer, make an 1(' through the incorrect answer and circle the correct response. Formple:
I enjoy going to the movies. SAA NS M@
$ Psychological Assessmcnt Resources, lnc./p.0. Box gg8/odessa, FL 33556/Toll-Free 1-800-331-TEST
ght @ 1995 by Psychological Assessment Resources All rights reserved. May not be.reFoduced in whole or in part in any form or by any m.ans with-itten permission ofPsychological Assessment Re"""r*.' rii.iii. i*-r.r"i't.'ori"iff. ur" rrk on white paper. Any other version is unauthorized.5 4 32 Reorder #RO-8092 printed in the U.S.A.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
T4,
When my child wants something, my child usually keeps tryrng to get it.
My child is so active that it exhausts me.
My child appears disorganized and is easily distracted.
Compared to most, my child has more difficulty concentrating and paying attention.
My child will often stay occupied with a toy for more than 10 minutes.
My child wanders away much more than I expected.
My child is much more active than I expected.
My child squirms and kicks a great deal when being dressed or bathed.
My child can be easily distracted from wanting something.
My child rarely does things for me that make me feel good.
Most times I feel that my child likes me and wants to be close to me.
Sometimes I feel my child doesn't like me and doesn't want to be close to me.
My child smiles at me much less than I expected.
When I do things for my child, I get the feeling that my efforts are not appreciated very much
or statement 15, choose a response from choices I to 4 below
15. Which statement best describes your child?1. almost always likes to play with me2. sometimes likes to play with me3. usually doesn't like to play with me4, almost never likes to play with me
rr statement 16, choose a response from choices I to E below.16. My child cries and fusses:
1. much less than I had expected
2. Iess than I expected
3. about as much as I expected4. much more than I expected
5. it seems almost constant
My child seems to cry or fuss more often than most children.
When playing, my child doesn't often $ggle or laugh.
My child generally wakes up in a bad mood.
I feel that my child is very moody and easily upset.
My child looks a little different than I expected and it bothers me at times.
In some areas' my child seems to have forgotten past learnings and has gone back to doing thingscharacteristic of younger children.
My child doesn't seem to learn as quickly as most children.
My child doesn't seem to smile as much as most children.
17.
18.
19.
20.
11.
12.
lo
rtJ.
t4

25.
16.
17.
18.
r9.
i0.
1.
My child does a few things which bother me a great deal.
My child is not able to do as much as I expected.
My child does uot like to be cudilled or touched very much.
When my child came home from the hospital, I had doubtflrl feelings about my ability to handle being
a parent.
Being a parent is harder than I thought it would be.
I feel capable and on top of things when I am caring for my child.
Compared to the average child, my child has a great deal of tlifrculty in getting used to changes in
schedules or changes around the house.
My child reacts very strongly when something happens that my child doesn,t like.
Leaving my child with a babysitter is usually a problem.
My child gets upset easily over the smallest thing.
My child easily notices and overreacts to loud sounds antl bright lights.
My child's sleeping or eating schedule was much harder to establish than I expected.
My child usually avoids a new toy for a while before beginaing to play with it.
It takes a long time and it is very hard for my child to get used to new things.
My child doesn't seem comfortable when meeting strangers.
statement 40, choose from choices I to 4 below
. When upset, my child is:
1. easy to cahn down
2. harder to calm down than I expected3. very difficult to calm down4. nothing I do helps to calm my child
;tatement 41, choose from ehoices t to E below.
I have found thatgetting my child to do something or stop doing something is:1. much harder than I expected2. somewhat harder than I expected3. about as hard as I expecteil4. some\ryhat easier than I expected5. much easier than I expected
tatement 42, choose from choices 1 to E below.
2.
D
rJ-
+.
)
Think carefully and count
dawdles, refuses to listen,
which includes the numbe1. 1-3
2. 4-5
3. 6-7
4. B-9
5. 10+
the number of things which your child does that bothers you. For example:
overactive, cries, intemrpts, fights, whines, etc. Please circle the numbe. 
-
r of things you counted.
.l

For statement 43, choose from choices I to 5 below.
43. When my child cries, it usually lasts:
1. less than 2 minutes
2. 2-5 minutes
3. 5-10 minutes
4. 1G-15 minutes
5. more than 15 minutes
44. there are some things my child does that really bother me a lot.
45. My child has had more health problems than I erpected.
46. As-my child has grown older and become more independent, I find myself more worried that my child
will get hurt or into trouble.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
t-, rJ .
54.
56
55.
My child turned out to be more ofa problem than I had expected.
My child seems to be much harder to care for than most.
My child is always hanging on me.
My child makes more demands on me than most children.
I can't make decisions without help.
I have had many more problems raising children than I expected.
I enjoy being a parent.
I feel that I am successfirl most of the time when I try to get my child to do or not do something.
Since-I brolg-ht my last child hometom the hospital, I find that I am not able to take care of this chilil
as well as I thought I could. I need help
I often have the feeling that I cannot handle things very well.
or statement 57, choose from choiees 1 to E below.
57. when I think about myself as a parent I believe:1. I can handle anything that happens2. I can handle most things pretty well3' sometimes I have doubts, but find that I handle most things without any problems4. I have some doubts_ about being able to handle things u5. I don't think I handre things very weil at all
)r statement 58, choose from choices 1 to E below.
58. I feel that I am:
a very good parent
a better than average parent
an average parent
a person who has some trouble being a parent
not very good at being a parent
1
2
3
4
5

or questions 59 and 60, choose from choices 1 to 5 below.
59. What were the highest levels in school or college you and the cbild's father/mother have completed?
Mother:
l. lst to 8th grade
2. gthto l2thgrade
3. vocational or some college
4. college graduate
5. graduate or professional sdool
60. Father:
lst to 8th grade
9th to 12th grade
vocational or some college
college graduate
graduate or professional school
rr questiou 61, ehoose from choices 1 to E below.
61. How easy is it for you to understand what your child wants or needs?1. very easy
2. easy
3. somewhat difficult
4. it is very hard
5. I usually can't figure out what the problem is
It takes a long time for parents to develop close, warm feelings for their children.
I expected to have closer and warmer feelings for my child than I do and this bothers me.
Sometimes my child does things that bother me just to be mean.
When I was young, I never felt comfortable holding or taking care of chilfuen.
My child knows I am his or her parent and wants me more than other people.
The number of chilfuen that I have now is too many.
Most of my life is spent doing things for my child.
I find myself glving up more of my life to meet my children's needs than I ever expected.
I feel trapped by my responsibilities as a parent.
I often feel that my child's needs control my life.
Since having this child, I have been unable to do new and different things.
Since having a child, I feel that I am almost never able to do things that I like to do.
It is hard to find a place in our home where I can go to be by myself,
When I th;nt< about the kind of parent I aur, I often feel guilty or bad about myself.
I am unhappy with the last p*rchase of crothing I made for myseH.
When my child misbehaves 0r fusses too much, I feel responsible, as if I didn,t do something right.
I feel every time my child does something wrong, it is really my fault.
1
2
3
4
5
nno/.
UrJ.
j4.
lD.
)h.
,1.
i8.
i9.
'0.
'1.
2.
'fl
ri.
4.
5.
b.
7.
8.

I often feel guilty about the way I feel toward my child.
There are quite a few things that bother me about my life.
I felt saililer antl more depressed than I expected after leaving the hospital wittr my baby.
I wind up feeling guilty when I get augry at my cbild and this bothers me'
After my &ild hail been home from the hospital for about a month, I noticed that I was feeliug more
sad and depressed thau I had expected.
Si:rce having my child, my spouse (maldfemale friend) has not given me as much help and support as I
erpected.
Having a child has caused more problems than I expected in my relationship with my spouse
(male/female friend).
since having a child, my spowe (or male/female fieud) anil I don't ilo as many things together.
Si:rce having a &ild, my spouse (or male/female frieud) antl I don't spend as much time together as a
family as I had expected.
Since having my last child, I have hail less interest in sex.
Having a child seems to have increased the number of problems we have with inlaws and relatives.
Having chililren has been much more expensive than I had erpected.
I feel alone and without friends.
When I go to a party, I usually expect not to enjoy myself.
I e- uot as interested in people as I used to be.
I often have the feeling that other people my own age don't particularly Iike my compaay.
When I run into a problem taking care of my children, I have a lot ofpeople to whom I can talk to get
help or advice.
Since having cbililren; I have a lot fewer chances to see my friends and to make new fiends.
During the past six months, I have been sicher than usual or have had more aches and pains than I
normally do.
Physically, I feel good most of the time.
Having a child has caused changes in the way I sleep.
I don't enjoy things as I used to.
itatement I01, choose from choices I to 4 below.
. Since I've had my child:
1. I have been sick a great deal
2. I haven't felt as good
3. I haven't noticed any change in my health
4. I have been healthier

statements 102 to 120, choose from choices Y for Tes'and N for *No.'
ing the last 12 months, have any of the following events occu:red in your immediate family?
?,. Divorce
3. Marital reconciliation
{. Marriage
i. Separation
i. Pregnaacy
l. Other relative moved into household
}. Income increased substa-ntially (207o or more)
). Went deeply into debt
). Moved to new location
.. Promotion at work
i. Income decreased substantially
. Alcohol or dnrg problem
. Death of close family friend
. Began new job
. Entered new school
. Tlouble with superiors at work
. Trouble with teachers at school
, tegal problems
Deatfu 6f immediate family member
t
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Appendix C
GRANDPARENT CAREGTVER S TUDY
l - HOUSEHOLD MEMBERS: (Please complete for each person Iiving in your home at this r.ime.)
Relationship to you:
EXAI{PLE: Self
2. How would you identify yourself?
African American
American Indian
Asian or Pacific Islander
Caucasian
Hisoanic
I
Other (specify)
Birthdate
3-10-51
Disabiliry
nla
Sex
F'
A. How would you identify your grandchild(ren) living with you?
Caucasian
Hisoanic
a
3. Name of ciry or township where you live
4. Please indicate if you are:
Working Full-time (40 plus hours a week)
working Part-time (I-ess tha'40 hours a week)
Rerired
Unemployed
Other
African American
Asian or Pacific Islander
5' Do you provide care on a regular basis for your grandchild(ren)? yes
A. How Iong have you been providing this care?
1. 
_ 
Less than one year
2. 
- 
Between one & three years3._- Three or more years
No

B. How much longer do you expect to provide this care?
i. 
_ 
Less than one year
2. 
_ 
More than one year but not permanently
3. 
-_ 
Permanently
C. Are either of the grandchild(ren)'s parents living with you?
Yes No
If yes, mother father
6. What best describes your current role regarding your grandchild(ren)?
7 . If you do not have legal custody, are you seeking it? Yes
8. What are the primary reasons you are raising your grandchild(ren)?
(Please check all that apply.)
Parent serving jail time
Parental Mental Illness
Other (Explain)
9. What are your important concerns regarding raising your grandchild(ren)?
kgal Custody
Informal Custody
Guardianship
Divorce of parent
Parental Substance Abuse
Child Abuse/I.leglect
Orphaned Child(ren)
Foster Care
Adoution
l
Other @xplain)
No
Legal Advice
Financial Assistance
Financial Advice
Insurance Coverage
Your Own Physical Health
10. what would be most helpful in raising your grandchild(ren)?
Meetings with other grandparents who are parenting
lnformational sessions on topics of interest
L*Sul advice
Toll-free Phone line to access support resources
SociaUrecreational activities with other grandparents & children
Other (Please explain)
Davcare
J
Behavior of Grandchild(ren)
Child Development Info.
Respite Care
Other @xplain)

For each statement below, please focus on the grandchild(ren) you provide care for.
Circle the response which best represents your opinion. While you may not find a
response that exactly states your feelings, please circle the response that comes closest
to describing how you feel. Circle only one response for each statement.
Circle SA if you strongty agtree with the statement.
Circle A if you agree with the statement.
Circle NS if you are not sure.
Circle D if you disagree with the statemenr.
circle sD if you strrngly disagree with the starement.
I 1. Most of my life is spent doing things for my grandchild. SA A NS D SD
12. I find myself giving up more of my life to meet my grandchildren's needs than I
ever expecred. SA A NS D SD
13. I feel trapped by my responsibilities as a parent. ANSDSD
14. I often feel that my grandchild's needs control my [ife. A NSDSD
SAANSDSD
16- Since having a grandchild, I feel that I am almost never able to do things that I
like to do. SA A NS D SD
17 - It is hard to find a place in our home where I can go to be by myself.
SAANS DSD
18. I feel alone and without friends. SAANS D SD
SA
SA
15. Since parenting this child, I have been unable to do new and different things.
19. when I go to a parry, I usually expect not to enjoy myself.
SA A NS DSD

20. I am not as interested in people as I used to be. sA A NS D sD
2t . I often have the feehng that other people my own age don't particularly like my
company SAANSDSD
22' When I run into a problem taking care of my grandchildren, I have a lot of people
to whom I can talk to ger help or advice. sA A Iys D sD
23 ' Since having grandchildren, I have a lot fewer chances to see my friends and to
make new friends. SA A NS D SD
THAM( YOU FOR COMPLETING THIS SURVEY, PLEASE RETURN THE
SURVEY IN TI{E ENCLOSED E}IVELOPE.
95-16-2
"Adapted and reproduced by special permission of the Publisher, psychological
Assessment Resources, Inc., Odessa, Fi 33556, from the parenting Stress Index byRichard Abidin, Ed. D-, Copyright 1900 by PAR, Inc. Furrher reproduction isprohibited without permission from pAR, Inc. "

Appendix D
ROCK
GRANDPARENT SURVEY
1. Household Members: (Please Indicate Head of Household)
Relarionship ro you: Birthdate Disabili ,v Sg
Grandson 12-07-91 N/A M
Yourself
2. Are you: 
___ White (not Hispanic) 
___ Asian or pacific Islander
__ B1ack.(not Hisparric) 
_ Hisparric
___ American Indian or Alaskan Native
3. Irlame of city or township in which you llve:
4. Are you the primary caregiver for your grandchild (ren)? 
___ 
yes 
__ No
a. If yes, how long have you been a pAmary caregiver?
1. Less than one year2. Benrleen one & three yea-rs3. Three or more yea_rs fr

b. How much longer do you elpect to fi.u this role?
1. Less than one year
?. More tha, one yer (bur nor perrnanenily)3. Permanently
c' Are either of the grandchild (ren)'s parents 1iving wirh you?
Yes No
5. Primary reason why you are raising your grandchild (ren):
Parental Substance Abuse
Parental Incarceration
Parental Menta] Ilhress
Orphaned Child (ren)
Other
Comments:
6' wtrat is your current legal status regarding your grandchil,C (ren)?
Informal Arrangement
Guardianship
Foster Care
Custody
Adoprion
Other:
Unemployed
Homemaker
Rerired
Other
7 ' If you do not have lega1 custody, a-re you seeking it? yes No
8' Have you used senrices of an aftorney regarding your grandchild (ren)?
yes No I*lame of attorney:
If yes, for what issues?
), Is a,yone in your household; check all that appty:
Working part-Time
Working FuII-Time

l.'which of the fo,owing wourd you be interested in to support your rore inraising your grandchild (ren)t (pLEAsE CHECK ALL TH,cifAppiy)
-- lynngrt group with other care giving grandparents
__ Newsletter
Speakers (legal issues, child development, etc.)Access to advocate,/counselor by toll-free phone lineAccess to advocate,/counselor by home visitsSocial/re creational ac rivi ties with other gra,dparents & grandchildrenOther (please describe) :
l-l'\'\rhat support meedng time would work out the best for you?
Am (10:oo -12:oo)
Afternoon (01:oo _ o3:oo)
12'As part of the RocK program, we win be invidng speakers to address theissues of relative caregiv-e*. i,'irit ,r" ill *osiirriport ,,t iir,r"i ro youregarding your grandchild (ren)?
PM too:oo - ot:oo)
Weekend
'- lffii:t"::ifrrruhat was tt'e totat income (before raxes) for a, members
$
I cenify that the informadon above is, to the-best gf.mr knowredge a,,d berief, a
#iJorfl lirrland c ompr e te s tatemen L bi *v ii"a"cia] c ondi tion-"r' or ur" o" t"
-----_
Name Social Securiff No. Date
Appendix E
Cover/Consent lrner
Grandparent Caregiver Study
You are invited to be in a research study of grandparents who are providiug primary
care for their grandchild(ren). You were selected as a possible participant beca,se ofyour grandchild's participation in the Head Start program of Otter Tail-Wadena
Community Action Council. Please read this form *a 
"rt any questions you mayhave before agreeing to be in the study. This study is being conducted by Jan
rlaugrud, a graduate student in Soc'ial work at Auisburg College in Minneapolis and isio Partial fuIfillment of the requirements for her r*rrrt"n Ttresis. A zummary of thefindings will be shared with Head start and the otter Tail-wadena Communiry ActionCouncil.
Backgru und Informa ti o n:
The purpot* ol this survey is to explore how the experience of caring for yourgrandchildren ha1 affected your tifi. This is an item of emerging concern as increased
numbers of grandparents are raising their grandchildren. The information I have
compiled suggests that parenting grandchildren may brins increased joy and satisfactionbut it also may mean increased demands ou your time and addea stress. This study willattempt to explore some of the unique difEculties and stressful circumstances that
accomPany your role' I am eager to learn from your experiences as a grarrdp.*ent whois parenting' I hope this survey will serve as a ueginning point for idenn&ins the needsand concerns of rurat grandparents.
Enocedure:
If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to do the following things:1) Read the entire cover 1etter
2) Complete the attached suryey
3) Rerurn the survey in the enciosed, samped envelope.
4) Please, do not sign your name as this is an anonymous survey.
Risls and Benefits of Beiry in the Study
completing this surTey should take 
"pp**i*tely l0 minutes of your time.This srudy has a slight degree of risk as some of the questions may briog up somememories or difficult sitr:ations you have encountered in raising your grandchildren. Ifthis is the case, you may contqct h{arian Bogenreif at the prairie-Dail courselingcenter at (2L8) 863:1903- services rnr ru*il"ble on a sliding fee scale. The benefit tobeing involved in this project is to increase undersarrding of what is involved withparenting a g=ndchild which *r-{ have implications for ir*" projects. A compiledsummary of the survey results will be made available to you through the Head start4gency. --D-- B'v
Comperr*ation:
You will receive no payment for panicipating in this survey.

Confidentiality:
The records of this sr,rvey will be kept private. In her thesis and any rpports pubiisheri,
uo informatiou will be iucluded that will make it possible to identi&a participant. The
surveys will be kePt in a locked file and onty the researcher will have 4ccess to the
records. The Head start program and otter Tail-wadena community Action couucil
will receive a copies of the compited information but will not have access to the
surveys. The cornpleted surveys will be destroyed by June lgg7.
Yoluntary Nature of the Study
Your decision to participate is completely voluntary and will not affect your flrrrent orfun[e relations with Head Sta+ otter Tail-wadena Communiry ectioi Counsil orAugsburg College io *y way. Please feel free to skip any questions or discontinue the
survey at any time.
Contacts and Questions:
The rescarcher conducting this study is Jan lfuugnrd. You may ask questions of her bycaling collect (218) 863:5274. Michael Schoch Ph.D. is Ms. gaugmd,s rhesis
advisor. He may be contacted at (612) 330: L725 if you have additional questions or
concerns
TEANI( YOU FOR YOT]R TIIVIET
95-1G2
Augsburg Col.lege
A;"";;- iverdrup LibrarY
;,;;?;ooris' NiN 55454
